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HIGH-SPEED VACUUM AIR VEHICLE
Background: There are a number of problems in the prior art, those are topics of 

research inputs like ranges of the drag force generated by the vehicle, lift force at high vehicle 
motion velocities for compensation of the vehicle weight, aerodynamic aspects of operation of 
the vehicle. 

Aim: Stream-wise stability of vehicle motion and levitation as well as braking of the 
vehicles and supersonic speed are not achieved in any mode of transportation. But this present 
invention relates to high-speed magnetic levitation transportation using compressed air chamber 
in the transportation vehicle. 

Materials and methods: The present invention relates more particularly related to 
high-speed vehicle levitated in a vacuum tunnel by using electromagnetic levitation, as this 
vehicle will move from one place to another in a vacuum environment and this vehicle will 
levitate above track with the help of electromagnets. 

Results: The important thing is its motion, which is possible due to reaction force of 
high pressure air, coming out from compressed air chamber present in vehicle.

Conclusion: It can give us the acceleration as per load requirement and it can achieve 
supersonic speed in few seconds.

Keywords: Magnetic levitation, Electromagnets, Magnetic track, High-speed vacuum 
vehicle,  Air train, Transportation, Compressed air train. 

INTRODUCTION

Along with the increase of population and expansion in living zones, 
automobiles and air services cannot afford mass transit anymore. Accordingly, 
demands for innovative means of public transportation have increased. In order 
to appropriately serve the public, such a new generation transportation system 
must meet certain requirements such as speed, reliability, and safety. In addition, 
it should be convenient, environmentally friendly, low-maintenance, compact, 
light-weight, unattained, and suited to mass transportation. We human waste our 
precious life time for travelling from one place to another. So we need a high-speed 
transport system which will save our time. Yes, we have such kinds of transport 
systems like airways, which can reach up to one thousand km/h and we also have 
present magnetic levitation technology which cannot reach sonic speed. Here 
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with this invention, transportation method will be safe, quick, efficient and, most 
significantly, high-speed. And it can change the future scenario of transport method. 
We also have Hyperloop system, but that idea limits the speed of transportation as 
it consists of the air compressor in front.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Here Fig. 1 shows exemplary representation of mechanism for formation 
of compressed air and vacuum creation mechanism according to one of the 
embodiment of the invention. Here we have used vacuum tunnel as shown in Fig. 
1, inside this tunnel vacuum will be created with the help of vacuum pump. This 
pump will suck air from tunnel. Next, we will compress air with the help of air 
compressor.

Fig. 1. Setup for vehicle motion on magnetic track

Here outlet ports as shown in Fig. 1 are the part of the air compressor to 
transfer compressed air to vehicle. And in Fig. 1 magnetic track is the track on 
which vehicle will levitate and move.

Fig. 2 shows detailed view of vacuum tunnel. Now we come to a vehicle 
which will levitate above the track and move with a very high speed.

In Fig. 3, we have explained the basic components of a vehicle, such as 
battery area, crew cabin and passengers’ room. And here we have also used high 
reusable silicon insulation (HRSI) tiles as it does not allow heat transfer in passenger 
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Fig. 2. Inside View of tunnel

Fig. 3. Vehicle side look

sitting area for safe journey. Here C-clamp is the base of the vehicle, which makes 
vehicle levitate above the magnetic track. Here compressed air chamber is the 
closed chamber in which compressed air is filled. Here inlet ports are shown which 
are used to fill compressed air chamber with compressed air.

Fig. 4. Look of compressed air chamber
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Fig. 4(a). Forward motion of piston

Fig. 4(b). Backward motion of piston

Inside view of compressed air chamber look is shown below in Fig. 4(a) 
and Fig. 4(b).

Now we will discuss the mechanism of motion of vehicle in forward 
direction. The outlet ports, as shown in Fig. 1, will transfer compressed air to 
inlet ports, as shown in Fig. 3, of the vehicle. As the pin, as shown in Fig. 3, gets 
pushed inside, the entry of compressed air into compressed air chamber starts. This 
charging of compressed air chamber is done when the vehicle is in rest. See Fig. 
4 (2D view of chamber), as compressed air gets inside compressed air chamber, 
it accumulates until the chamber is full, and then we will release compressed air 
with the help of valve as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), and to enhance effect 
we have used nozzle which will allow releasing compressed air.  As we need a 
constant pressure throughout exit of the compressed air, we have used a piston. 
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) represent forward and backward motion of the piston. 
And when compressed air comes out from compressed air chamber via nozzle in 
control of valve with constant pressure, it provides a huge reaction force which 
will accelerate our vehicle in opposite direction of the air coming out. Once it gets 
a required velocity, the valves will be shut off by the command from crew cabin, 
as shown in Fig. 3, and hence the vehicle will maintain its velocity as it will be in 
the environment of negligible friction. Compressed air chamber should be made 
in such a way that it can tolerate high temperature and high pressure.  

Here a clear look of nozzle is shown below in Fig. 4(c) and a proper 
explanation of all the parameters shown in Fig. 4(c) is given as well.
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Parameters are explained below as follows:
tT  – Total temperature of compressed gas inside compressed air chamber;
eT  – Temperature of gas on its way out from nozzle;
*A  – Area of cross-section of choked flow region; 
eA  – Area of cross-section of exit;
tp  – Total pressure of compressed gas inside compressed air chamber;
ep  – Pressure of gas on its way out from nozzle;
op  – Free stream pressure;
eM  – Exit Mach number;
 eV  – Exit velocity.

Fig. 5 shows an exemplary representation of magnetic levitation and 
braking system according to the present invention. In Fig. 5, the C-clamp has two 
L-shaped electromagnets named as C-clamp levitation electromagnets, attached 
to its base side. And the other L-shaped electromagnet, named track levitation 
electromagnet, attached to the upper side of the magnetic track. The four track 

Fig. 4(c). Close view of nozzle

Fig. 5. C-Clamp Analysis
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brake electromagnets are placed at the lower side of the magnetic track. The 
C-clamp has a metal sheet. The metal sheet is attached to the C-clamp in such a 
manner that it is placed between at least two track brake electromagnets at the 
lower side of the magnetic track. This metal sheet is covered with a diamagnetic 
cover. This cover can be covered and uncovered by control of the vehicle by its 
control system in crew cabin, as shown in Fig. 3, during braking and levitation 
of vehicle. 

These C-clamp levitation electromagnets of C-clamp and track brake 
electromagnets of the magnetic track both generate similar poles and develop 
repulsive force during the normal position of the vehicle. The repulsive force is 
developed in such a manner that the vehicle loses its contact with the magnetic 
track and it starts levitating above the magnetic track. If the weight of the 
vehicle changes then intensity of these electromagnets also changes accordingly 
automatically. 

As Fig. 5 shows, during braking of the vehicle, the four track brake 
electromagnets of the magnetic track and metal sheets attached to C-clamp come 
in action. The metal sheets are kept in a diamagnetic envelope until braking is 
not required. When the vehicle transportation control system, present in crew 
cabin, as shown in Fig. 3, provides signal to retard motion of the vehicle, then 
the vehicle transportation control system creates north-south poles in each pair 
of electromagnets. It is done in such a way that metal sheet lies in between north 
and south poles of two track brake electromagnets of the magnetic track. As metal 
sheets are attached to the vehicle body, hence it cuts the magnetic field created by 
track brake electromagnets of the magnetic track. During this activity, the flux is 
changed in metal sheets which create eddy currents as described by Faraday’s law 
of induction. By Lenz’s law, the circulating currents in the metal sheet create their 
own magnetic field in the sheet. Thus metal sheet will experience a drag force from 
the track brake electromagnets of the magnetic track. So it opposes its motion. 
The kinetic energy of the moving vehicle is dissipated as heat is generated by the 
current flowing through the electrical resistance of the metal sheet.  By the reason 
of this activity, the metal sheet should bear a high temperature.

The whole magnetic track is divided into segments, and when the vehicle 
comes near segment electromagnets get active accordingly. Now as our vehicle 
will face negligible air friction and negligible friction from track, so it is highly 
efficient. Here in this vehicle we will coat its body with diamagnetic substance so 
that magnetic field does not affect inside the vehicle.

Fig. 6 is responsible for reversing the direction of vehicle clockwise or 
counterclockwise with rotating disk.
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ANALYSIS

Analysis of detailed description
tT  – Total temperature of compressed gas inside compressed air chamber;
eT  – Temperature of gas on its way out from nozzle;
*A  – Area of cross-section of choked flow region;
eA  – Area of cross-section of exit;
tp  – Total pressure of compressed gas inside compressed air chamber;
ep  – Pressure of gas on its way out from nozzle;
op  – Free stream pressure;
eM  – Exit Mach number;
 eV  – Exit velocity;
*m  – Mass flow rate;

R  – Gas constant;
γ  – Specific heat ratio.
Mass flow rate:
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Fig. 6. Changing direction of vehicle
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Temperature ratio:
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Exit velocity:
  e e eV M RT= γ   (5)

Force applied on the vehicle:

  ( )e e o eF m V p p A= + −×   (6)

Now taking values of following parameter.
• R = 287 JKg–1K–1 (For air)
• eM = 2.5
• γ  = 1.4 (For air)
• 1 atm = 101 325 N/m2  
• Now from ideal gas law ptV=mRTt
Pressure of the air inside compressed air chamber
• Taking pt  = 2.5 atm = 2.5×101325 N/m2 = 253312.5 N/m2  
• Taking V = L×B×H
L = Length of compressed air chamber (17 m) 
B = Width of compressed air chamber (2 m) 
H = Height of compressed air chamber (4 m) 
So, V = 136 m2 

• Now m = mass of air; [1 mol = 0.02897 Kg (For air)]
• Mole of air in chamber = 3

136
22.4 10−×

• Mass of air (m) = no. of moles × 0.02897 Kg = 3
136

22.4 10−×
 ×  0.02897 = 

175.8892857 Kg
Now Tt = tp V

mR
Temperature of air inside Compressed air chamber

= 253312.5 136
175.8892857 287

×
×

 = 682.45535 K 
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• Now taking equation 3, the temperature of air at Exit from vehicle:

• eT  = 
1

211
2t eT M

−γ − + 
 

 = 682.45535 2 11 0.2(2.5)( )−+  = 303.313488 K.

• Now taking equation 5, the exit Velocity:

•    2.5 1.4 287 303.313488e e eV M RT= γ = × ×  = 872.7519674 m/sec 

• Now taking equation 2, the radius = 2 m of choked flow Region

• * 2 4 12.56637A r=π = π =  m2

• Exit area of cross-section of Nozzle:
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= 12.56637   × 2.6367187 = 33.133985 m2

• Now taking equation 1, here it is Mass Flow Rate:
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 4925.02765914 Kg/sec 

Now taking equation 4, the pressure of the air on its way out from the vehicle
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 =2.5 ×  0.058527663466 = 0.146319158665 atm 

• Now taking equation 6.

*  
 ( )e e o eF m V p p A= + −  [ Here op = 0 

 =  (4925.02765914 ×  872.7519614) + (0.14631915 ×  101325) ×  33.133985

= 4298327.549464 + 491237.433022

= 4789564.982486 N = 4789.564982486 kN

This amount of force will act on the vehicle if we provide parameter as 
stated above. As per our requirement related to high or low force on vehicle we 
can adjust parameter accordingly.

• For levitation of the vehicle.

2

0
 
2
ABF =
µ

A – Total area of magnet under bogie.  
B – Magnetic flux density. 

0µ  – Permeability of the vacuum. 
As shown in Fig. 7, when F > mg then levitation of vehicle occurs. 

Fig. 7. Levitation 

N

F

mg

CONCLUSION

We were able to successfully demonstrate the feasibility of high-speed 
vacuum air vehicle. As with this technology vehicle will face negligible friction 
due to which force will only act to accelerate the vehicle. Dimension of the track 
and vehicle should be accurate in order to get better results. As per our requirement 
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that is high or low force on the vehicle we can adjust parameter accordingly. 
With this technology we can achieve very high speed with safety ensured, and 
this technology can be utilized for not only train application but also for aircraft 
launching systems and spacecraft launching systems.
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